5. List of Scientific, Research Papers, Textbooks

A. Scientific Monographs


B. Chapters in Monographs


C 1. Articles in Impact Factor Journals

BRISKU, Adrian. “Renegotiating the Empire, Forging the Nation-State: The Albanian Case through the Political-economic Thought of Ismail Qemali, Fan Noli and Luigi Gurakuqi”, Nationalities Papers, 2019. DOI: 10.1017/nps.2018.52

C 2. Articles in Peer-Reviewed Journals

BRISKU, Adrian. Empires of Conquest and Civilization in Georgian Political and Intellectual Discourse since Late Nineteenth Century. Intersections. EEJSP, 2016, 2(2), 104-123.
BRISKU, Adrian. Renegotiating the Empire, Forging the Nation-State: The Case of Georgia through the Political Economic Thought of Niko Nikoladze and Noe Zhordania, c. 1870-1920s. Nationalities Papers, 2016, 44(2), 299-318.

D. Textbooks

N/A

E. Other Works
(In Albanian)
F. “Invited Speaker” Lectures

BRISKU, Adrian. Renegotiating the Empire & Caucasian & Central Asian Identities’, Erasmus + Teaching Mobility lecturers at the Department of Political Science, University of Tirana, 16-17 April 2019.


BRISKU, Adrian. Political Economic Thought, Empire and Nation State. CEFRES and FSV UK, Prague, 30 November 2015.

G. Review of Literature

N/A

J. Dissertations, Theses


L. Participation in Grants


BRISKU, Adrian. Protectionism and International Economic Regimes: Economic Nationalism in Central and South-eastern Europe since the Late Nineteenth Century. Principal Investigator, ERC-Starting Grant, European Research Grant (ERC) unsuccessful attempt, November 2016.

BRISKU, Adrian. The Research Project Europe 1815-1914 (EReRe). European Research Grant (ERC), University of Helsinki, successfully participated as a postdoctoral fellow, 2009-2012.

M. Other Publications (Popularisation work, e.g. in national newspapers, media)


BRISKU, Adrian. International Conference, Critical Historical Perspectives on the Centenary of the Short-Lived Transcaucasian Democratic Federative Republic, 22 April-26 May 1918. Charles University, Prague, 24 May 2018. Covered by RFE/RL Georgian Service under the title ‘The Short-lived Common State of Georgians, Armenians and Azerbaijanis’ in https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6Pck0SOctY&fbclid=IwAR2AdSDr6kBXBD3Ot y4c-tPZ46hoQhv6Ipwrcq6PW92QLjiWpNtK0_odTmE